
Sunburst bay tanning salon Airbrush spray tans

Preparation:
24 - 48 hours before your spray tan appointment make sure to shower, shave, and exfoliate. This ensures that your
skin is a clean canvas ready for color. The day of your appointment you should avoid moisturizers, deodorant,
perfume and makeup. We do have cleansing wipes available for purchase if needed. Be sure to set aside loose baggy
clothing that you want to wear to your appointment.

The day of your appointment:
Your Sunburst Bay spray tan artist will have a consultation with you to discuss your skin tone, the reason for your
spray tan, desired tanning results and thoroughly explain after care to ensure you are comfortable and con�dent with
the process. Your artist will walk you through the hair net, barrier cream, personal protection equipment, sticky feet
and body positioning during your spray tan. After the spray is �nished we will exit the room and allow you time to
dry and reapply your loose clothing. We are here to help you look and feel your best so if you are uncomfortable or
notice anything of importance please make sure to bring it to our attention.

After care:
All of our Norvell solutions feature two components: a cosmetic bronzer that will give your skin an instant golden
result, and a clear DHA solution that continues to develop into a tan on your skin for 6-10 hours after your session.
Note that as the day goes on you will continue to get darker with time as the spray tan continues to develop. We
recommend waiting 24 hours to shower but if you need to shower beforehand try to wait as long as possible. Your
�rst shower rinse will have a good amount of bronzer wash o�- this is not your spray tan washing away, it’s simply the
cosmetic bronzer component that is being rinsed, your spray tan will still be on your skin. Make sure to moisturize
your skin as often as possible, hydrated and healthy skin will prolong the life of your spray tan. The more you shower,
sweat and submerge yourself in water the faster your tan will gradually fade.

Faq’s:
What should I wear to my spray tan appointment? That’s up to you! You can wear as much or as little as you feel comfortable with. Some of
our clients are ok with being fully nude, some wear undergarments and are topless, some wear strapless bras and some wear old swimsuits.

Will my spray tan stain my clothing or bedding? Color transfer is possible which is why we recommend loose baggy clothing, however the
solution is water soluble and should wash o� in the laundry.

My spray tan has some areas that look a little blotchy, is that normal? We are artists and humans and while mistakes can happen, if you do see
any areas of imperfection it’s important to note that this is just the cosmetic bronzer. Most times, after your �rst shower rinse and that
cosmetic bronzer washes away you will be left with a smooth, even tan.

I have very fair skin, will a spray tan look fake or orange on me? No! All of our ingredients are all natural and made with the best ingredients
that prevent that horrible orange look that some other spray tan units produce. We will note your skin tone and use the best solution for you
and can provide a subtle glow for any skin tone.

Can someone under 18 get a spray tan? Yes, as long as you have a guardian sign the consent form!


